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Self-adaptive software has become increasingly important to address the new challenges of complex computing systems. To achieve adaptation, software must be designed and implemented by following suitable criteria, methods and strategies. Past research has been mostly addressing adaptation by developing solutions at the software architecture level. This work, instead, focuses on finer-grain programming language-level solutions. We analyze three main linguistic approaches: metaprogramming, aspect-oriented programming, and context-oriented programming. The first two are general-purpose linguistic mechanisms, whereas the third is a specific and focused approach developed to support context-aware applications. This paradigm provides specialized language-level abstractions to implement dynamic adaptation and modularize behavioral variations in adaptive systems.

The paper shows how the three approaches can support the implementation of adaptive systems and compares the pros and cons offered by each solution.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Over the last few years, runtime adaptation to changing conditions has become a common requirement for many software applications and for a wide spectrum of computing systems. At one end, mobile devices and sensor networks increased their computational power and became extremely common, introducing completely new dimensions for adaptation like energy consumption, connection availability, and spatial position. At the other end, datacenters increased in complexity to a level that demands for self-management.

Self-adaptive software [Salehie and Tahvildari 2009] and autonomic computing [Kephart and Chess 2003; Kephart 2005] offer promising approaches to deal with these issues. Research in these areas led to a specialized yet interdisciplinary community [Oreizy et al. 2008], and the involved fields range from artificial intelligence to control theory and to software engineering. This research has been addressing both the theoretical foundations of adaptation and, more pragmatically, how adaptation techniques can be applied to solve the problems at hand. The autonomic self-* proper-
ties [Huebscher and McCann 2008] are an example of the goals pursued by researchers in autonomic computing. To achieve these goals, solutions to engineer self-adaptive behaviors are often sought at the software architecture level, including middleware and component-based design. Accordingly, architectural approaches to dynamic adaptation have been extensively studied by researchers [White et al. 2004; Oreizy et al. 1998; Kramer and Magee 2007].

As a complementary approach, researchers also adopted specialized programming paradigms to implement adaptive systems, such as metaprogramming and aspect-oriented programming (AOP). Recently, context-oriented programming (COP) was proposed to provide ad hoc language-level abstractions for adaptive software [Hirschfeld et al. 2008]. This research was mostly driven by the programming language community and suggested that COP can support self-adaptive applications better than traditional paradigms [Kamina et al. 2011; Salvaneschi et al. 2012b]. Language-level solutions like COP, AOP, and metaprogramming bring a significant contribution. For example, changes are supported at fine-grain level, while architectures mostly work at the component-level granularity. They can concisely specify interception points, allowing transparent monitoring of existing applications. Finally, they provide general purpose abstractions, improving cross-framework expertise and knowledge reuse.

Although language-level solutions have appeared in the literature, and often implemented as prototypes, with a few exceptions [Dowling et al. 2000; McKinley et al. 2004] little effort has been devoted to systematizing and comparing the alternative options. In summary, the current state of the affairs leaves many questions open: Which programming paradigm is suitable to implement adaptive systems? Which features are really required? Is it possible to adopt a unique paradigm providing all the needed abstractions?

In this paper, we wish to pave the way for a discussion on these issues. First, we present language-level adaptation and we analyze its advantages over the other techniques. Then, we describe the state of the art in language-level approaches to the implementation of self-adaptive systems. Finally, and more importantly, we compare the existing techniques—metaprogramming, AOP, and COP—and discuss their features along a number of significant directions. We show how COP’s dedicated approach leads to certain improvements, and highlight the need for integration where other techniques are more effective.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we describe the scope of this work. In Section 3 we present the three linguistic approaches analyzed in the paper, which are then compared in Section 4, highlighting also some research challenges. Section 5 briefly illustrates some other related approaches. Finally, Section 6 presents a summary and some concluding remarks.

2. LANGUAGE-LEVEL ADAPTATION

Software adaptation can be achieved at different levels of abstraction. The survey on self-adaptive software by Salehie and Tahvildari [Salehie and Tahvildari 2009] refers to this issue as the artifact & granularity analysis direction. The identified alternatives are: parameters, method, aspect, component, application, architecture, system and data center. Since we are interested in language-level adaptation, our analysis roughly lies at the method/aspect granularity level. According to the above classification, the lowest granularity level supports adaptations that can be expressed through parametrization. In this work we focus on more complex adaptations that concern behaviors, like alternative algorithms. This difference has been described by McKinley et al. [McKinley et al. 2004] as parameter adaptation versus compositional adaptation. For convenience, we adopt the terminology of the COP literature [Hirschfeld et al. 2008], and we refer to alternative complex behaviors as behavioral variations.
From a design perspective, complex behavioral changes are more challenging to deal with. Examples of behavioral modifications are the replacement of a method body, the insertion of a before advice to a method call and the dynamic change of an object’s class. Parametric change requires less support from a software design standpoint; the same computation simply executes with different input parameters. Parameter-based adaptation is out of the scope of this work. Noticeably, a lot of research is ongoing. Current research challenges include the design of an autonomic manager capable of the correct parameter selection [Hellerstein 2009; Sharifi et al. 2011] and runtime models to keep the strategy planning effective [Epifani et al. 2009].

Supporting behavioral variations at the language level is appealing with respect to dealing with adaptation at a higher architectural level. First, language-level approaches provide means to adapt at a very fine-grain detail. Second, many language concepts (e.g. polymorphism and late binding) are well known to programmers and can be easily specialized to support adaptation [Ghezzi et al. 2011]. In addition, programming languages can take advantage of tools like compilers and type checkers to enforce safety constraints. Third, introducing adaptation does not impose the burden of frameworks for software components or the adoption of ad-hoc middleware. Finally, language-level approaches offer features, like method interception, or quantification, that in higher level solutions are simply not available.

On the negative side, general-purpose language-level adaptation mechanisms (like AOP and metaprogramming) can lead to deep modifications in the code semantics and the final application can become cumbersome to understand. In addition, because they are general-purpose, these mechanisms require to be tailored to the specific setting of self-adaptive systems. This process is usually driven on a per-application basis: many solutions are specific for a single software, so hardly adaptable to other systems. In conclusion, limiting complexity and providing standard abstractions to promote expertise, as COP has been doing, is an important improvement.

Since these requirements must be evaluated in the context of adaptive applications, we refer to the MAPE-K loop model (Figure 1), commonly accepted in the autonomic computing community [Kephart and Chess 2003]. An autonomic element is composed by an autonomic manager and a managed element. The autonomic manager controls the managed element and is responsible for the autonomic behavior. The most important aspects of the autonomic manager are summarized in the MAPE-K acronym: monitoring, analyzing, planning, execution and global knowledge. The autonomic manager collects information about the managed element through sensors and modifies its behavior through effectors. In this paper, we assume that the managed element is a software artifact. The autonomic manager affects the computation of the managed element by triggering the activation of the behavioral variations. Then behavioral variations combine to produce the overall behavior of the autonomic element. Effectors are implemented through the activation of variations. Sensors are probes in the managed element. Indeed, sensing includes reading the value of relevant variables in the application, but also inspecting its structure, or querying a class to obtain the list of its methods or determining the class hierarchy. In this work, we are especially interested in the support that a language or a paradigm can provide for actuators (activation of variations) and for sensors (inspection of the managed application). All the internal activities of the manager element and how they are implemented, for example event-condition-action (ECA) rules are out of the scope of this paper. The interested reader can refer to [Huebscher and McCann 2008].
3. PROGRAMMING MODELS

In this section, we introduce the three main language approaches that are assessed in this paper: metaprogramming, AOP, and COP. For each technique, we describe the main features it offers and how it can improve the design of self-adaptive systems.

3.1. Metaprogramming

Computational reflection [Maes 1987; Smith 1984] is the ability of a program to reason about itself, by observing the ongoing computation and possibly modifying its behavior. Metaprogramming refers to the use of computational reflection, i.e., programming at the meta level. A different use of the term metaprogramming refers generically to programs capable of processing other programs. With this meaning, metaprogramming includes, for example, compilers. However, in this paper we are interested in the abstractions available to the developer, so we consider metaprogramming only in the sense of using a reflective interface on the program. Like traditional programming abstracts over low-level activities, metaprogramming must access the required information and alter the program functionalities hiding the unnecessary details. A meta-object protocol (MOP) provides the abstractions for metaprogramming, i.e., it is the meta-interface used to access the meta level computation [Kiczales and Rivieres 1991]. Since the meta level is causally connected to the base level, a change in the meta level reflects in a behavioral change of the base level. In this paper, we are interested to the way metaprogramming can provide abstractions to support monitoring, and dynamic activation of behavioral variations.

It must be noted that computational reflection is an extremely general mechanism. It addresses the most diverse needs such as runtime class definition, reverse engineering of private interfaces, and separate compilation [Lamm 2001]. For this reason, when reflection is used in the scope of dynamic adaptation, it must be tailored to this purpose. So, developers specialize the use of reflective abstractions to enable inspection and runtime change.

In languages which natively offer a metaprogramming interface, adaptation can be directly built on top of the reflective services. Conversely, when a reflective API is not
available, or when it is not powerful enough, the designers of adaptive systems extend the language with the required features [Hsieh et al. 1996]. Alternatively, they resort to general-purpose extensions which introduce the reflective support. For example, Xu and Zorzo implemented an adaptable fault-tolerant system [Xu et al. 1996] using the Open C++ extension of C++ [Chiba 1995]. Ledoux [Ledoux 1997] proposed an adaptable ORB object based on Neoclassstalk [Rivard 1996], a reflective kernel for Smalltalk.

Noticeably, the term reflection has been used to refer not only to language abstractions, but also to a class of systems capable of self-inspection and self-modification. For example, reflective middleware borrows the idea of reflection from programming languages: they reify the middleware behavior and allow self-analysis and dynamic change. Often, these frameworks provide ad-hoc means to implement reflective functionalities, and do not necessarily rely on the metaobject protocol of the underlying language. In this case, the meta level controls the behavior of entities which do not necessarily belong to the language runtime or to the virtual machine. Instead, they are at a higher level of abstraction and are specialized for the application domain. Some approaches discussed in the following sections, like Open ORB [Blair et al. 2001] and CARISMA [Capra et al. 2003], belong to this category. From a practical standpoint, the resulting solutions are therefore more similar to APIs in traditional programming: they provide access to the middleware internal structures and operational behavior. Conceptually, however, the user can access the system at a higher level of abstraction, since all the relevant entities are modeled via metaobjects.

Example. In Figure 2, we show an example of the Iguana/J language [Redmond and Cahill 2006]. Iguana/J is a reflective extension to Java, which supports dynamic modification of running applications. The example, taken from [Redmond and Cahill 2006], shows the implementation of an adaptive communication system that dynamically switches between Message data structures and Block data structures to hold the exchanged information. Adaptation is achieved by redirecting the method calls to Channel objects to NewChannel objects. Iguana/J allows reification of a number of language operations like object creation, field reading, and method dispatching. In Iguana/J, a coherent set of metaobject classes representing a new behavior is called a protocol. In the example, the RedirectChannel protocol (Line 18) reifies method invocation (referenced by the Invocation identifier) into the RedirectExecute class. The local keyword regulates class associations and creates an instance of the RedirectExecute class for each instance of the Channel class. The Meta.associate statement dynamically applies a protocol to a given class. The actual behavioral modification is implemented in the class RedirectExecute. The RedirectExecute class extends the MExecute (Meta-Execute) class and redefines the execute method which is responsible to alter method executions. The send and receive methods are intercepted (Lines 39 and 45) and redirected to a NewChannel class which uses a Block instance to hold the information exchanged in the communication.

Applications. Reflection and MOPs have been actively used to support dynamic adaptation in various fields. Most of the approaches belong to the research areas of operating systems, distributed systems, and mobile and ubiquitous computing. With some limitations, many production operating systems present forms of dynamic adaptation. For example, it is possible to supply parameters at boot time. More interestingly, at runtime, the administrator can install and remove kernel modules [Denys et al. 2002]. Usually this approach adopts “hooks” in the system, so the changes are constrained to predefined places. Gowing and Cahill [Gowing and Cahill 1995] proposed the use of MOPs to support dynamic adaptation and extension of the operating system. Their approach, namely extension protocols, supports non-predicted change but still preserves system security and integrity. Madany
// Old API:
public class Channel {
    public boolean send (Message m) { ... }
    public Message receive() { ... }
}

public class Message { ... } // Data str.

// New API:
public class NewChannel {
    public boolean write(Block b) { ... }
    public Block read() { ... }
}

public class Block { ... } // Data str.

// Protocol:
package com.foo.adapters;

protocol RedirectChannel {
    local:
        reify Invocation: RedirectExecute;
}

// Dynamic association:
Meta.associate("com.acme.comms.Channel",
    "com.foo.adapters.RedirectChannel");

// Invocation metaobject:
public class RedirectExecute extends MExecute {
    private NewChannel nc;

    public Object execute(Object o, Object[] args, Method m) throws InvocationTargetException {
        if(nc == null)
            nc = new NewChannel(...);
        String mname = m.getName();
        if(mname.equals("send")) {
            Message msg = (Message)args[0];
            // Convert msg to new Block
            return (nc.write(blk));
        } else if (mname.equals("receive")) {
            Block blk = nc.read();
            // Convert blk to new Message
            return (msg);
        } else return(proceed(o,args,m));
    }
}

Fig. 2: An example of the Iguana/J language.

et al. [Madany et al. 1992] discuss metaprogramming extensions to C++ in the scope of operating systems. For example, they advocate the need for runtime definition of inheritance relationships to support late time specialization. In the Apertos object-oriented operating system [Yokote 1992; Itoh et al. 1995] an object is associated to a group of metaobjects (a meta-space), which determine its semantics. An object can change the metaobjects to modify its behavior. This solution introduces a high degree of flexibility: for example, it is possible to select the proper network protocol to deliver a message, to dynamically assign resources and enforce real-time constraints, or to manage the memory at the object granularity.

In distributed systems, the need for flexibility and runtime adaptation raises naturally due to the changing quality of the network communication and to the dynamic reconfiguration of services and hosts. In this context, it has been proposed to augment existing frameworks – like Java RMI and CORBA – with a reflective interface. The purpose is to access the adaptation capabilities of the system and dynamically adjust policies and mechanisms for distribution [Eliassen et al. 1999]. Reflective middleware [Kon et al. 2002] has been proposed as a mean to dynamically adapt to the environment through a metaprogramming interface. For example, reflection is used to modify proxy objects and force them to operate locally or remotely [Ledoux 1997]. Open ORB [Blair et al. 2001] is a middleware platform developed at Lancaster University. Open ORB provides several reflective interfaces to access different aspects of dynamic adaptation. These multiple meta-models include interceptors, to introduce monitoring, and resources to adapt the resource usage and the management policies. Dynamic TAO [Roman et al. 1999] is a CORBA reflective system, which supports various forms of dynamic reconfigurations including performance optimization, presence of new hardware and software components, and error recovery.
Specific middleware solutions have been developed to support mobile and ubiquitous computing. Applications in these new areas introduce new technical challenges since the need to respond to the changes in the environment often requires a dynamic reconfiguration of the system. CARISMA [Capra et al. 2003] is an adaptable middleware which exploits reflection to enhance the development of context-aware mobile applications. MobiPADS [Chan and Chuang 2003] is an applicative layer for context-aware mobile computing. In MobiPADS, adaptation policies are available to the programmer through metaobjects, which also provide access to subscribe to contextual events. ReMMoC [Grace et al. 2003] is a reflective platform to support interoperability among heterogeneous services. Dynamic adaptations include the binding of new services and the discovery protocol. In addition, a meta-level API allows introspection of the platform structure.

**Behavioral Change.** Metaprogramming facilities can be classified as **inspection** and **modification**. Modification refers to semantic change; inspection deals with the observation of a program execution.

Self-adaptive systems based on metaprogramming rely on modification to operate dynamic changes. Possible modifications include redefining method bodies, intercepting method calls, modifying the dispatching algorithm and augmenting an object with new methods or fields. Ledoux [Ledoux 1997] adopts dynamic class change to modify the behavior of objects. Remote and local method invocations are managed transparently by switching between classes which implement alternative method lookup protocols. Dowling et al. [Dowling et al. 2000] leverage reflection to change the binding between method name and method implementation. Hsieh et al. [Hsieh et al. 1996] use reflection to enable dynamic linking of modules. Xu et al. [Xu et al. 1996] intercept method executions to inject the code to implement fault-tolerance. In addition, this mechanism enables dynamic adaptation of the fault tolerance scheme. In a previous paper we have shown how dynamic class change can be used to support runtime adaptation in a caching system [Ghezzi et al. 2011].

**Monitoring.** Inspection is the way metaprogramming can be used to implement sensors and monitor the execution of a self-adaptive system. Observing the current state of the application is a basic functionality provided even by the most limiting metaprogramming models. For example, in Java, the programmer can query classes to know their attributes and inspect the associated value.

Monitoring provides means to access the running application and collect information about current values. For example, the metaprogramming support of Java allows one to inspect an object by accessing even private fields. Dawson et al. [Dawson et al. 2008] propose to use Java dynamic proxies to monitor self-adaptive applications by intercepting method calls. Dynamic proxies are part of the reflection facilities of Java because they can provide an interface which is dynamically selected. In this way, it is possible to proxy objects only known at runtime. Interestingly, via proxy chaining, this mechanism also supports multiple monitors composition.

Beside monitoring, inspection can support the analysis of the **structure** of the program environment. Structural inspection addresses the need for collecting information about the current design of the system. This includes which modules are loaded, how the class hierarchy is structured, and which functions are implemented. Hsieh et al. [Hsieh et al. 1996] modified the Modula-3 language to support the inspection of the relationships among code structures, such as the interfaces implemented by a module.

**Variations and Separation.** Reflection has been used to separate different concerns, especially before the introduction of AOP. Dowling et al. [Dowling et al. 2000] compare different language-level techniques to support software dynamic adaptation: reflection,
dynamically linked libraries (DLL), and design patterns. According to their study, computational reflection offers significant advantages in separating functional code from adaptation code.

Metaprogramming supports separation of concerns thanks to the distinction between the meta layer and the base layer. Since specific functionalities can be implemented in the meta layer, what an object does is separated from how it behaves. For example, Stroud and Wu [Stroud and Wu 1996] implement a library of atomic data types which enforces separation of concerns using MOPs. The application code is implemented at the base level, and the synchronization/recovery code is at the meta level. Similarly, Xu et al. [Xu et al. 1996], carried out an experimental study on control structures for fault tolerance. They compared a pure C++ implementation and the use of an external reflective library. The version based on metaprogramming can keep the fault tolerance code better separated by implementing it in the meta layer. In this way, fault tolerance can be introduced without adding complexity to the base code. Additionally, different fault-tolerance schemes can be selected dynamically and applied transparently to the existing application.

Another technique to enforce separation of concerns via metaprogramming is based on multiple metaobject protocols. In this case, separation of concerns is supported through the implementation of several distinct meta-space models. Each meta-space accounts for different aspects (e.g. fault-tolerance, concurrency and persistence), a technique initially introduced in [Okamuray et al. 1992]. For example, the Open ORB 2 middleware [Blair et al. 2001] exposes an interception meta-model to insert pre- and post- behavior at the interfaces. A distinct meta-space, the resources meta-model, instead, provides access to the configuration of the resource management.

3.2. Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP)

Aspect-oriented programming was proposed to handle separation of concerns [Kiczales et al. 1997; Tarr et al. 1999]. With AOP, the functionalities that are orthogonal to the main modularization direction, such as logging, persistence, synchronization and failure handling, can be kept separate, improving modularity and maintainability. After separate development, the concerns are composed to achieve the complete functionality. AOP allows one to specify points in the program execution (joinpoints) in which the control is transferred to the code implementing the separate concern (advice). AOP languages support the specification of joinpoints through convenient expressions (point-cuts) which quantify over joinpoints sets. An aspect weaver merges the advices and the base application. Over the years, crosscutting concerns have become an important issue of software design. Industrial-strength tools have been developed to support this principle, such as JBoss AOP 1, Spring AOP 2 and the AspectJ framework 3. For a comprehensive survey of the existing AOP techniques, the interested reader can refer to [Brichau and Haupt 2005].

Example. In Figure 3, we provide an example of the JAsCo language [Suvée et al. 2003]. JAsCo is an AOP extension of Java, which combines ideas from aspect-orientation and component-based software development. In JAsCo an aspect bean captures a crosscutting behavior, and connectors bind aspects to the base code. This design decouples orthogonal features from their context and encourages component reuse. The example, taken from [Vanderperren et al. 2005], implements an incremental backup that can be dynamically activated on selected resources. Line 1 defines an

1 http://www.jboss.org/jbossaop
2 http://www.springsource.org
3 http://www.eclipse.org/aspectj
class DataStorePersistence {
    hook Backup {
        int i = 0;
        Backup(triggeringmethod(...args)) {
            execute(triggeringmethod);
        }
        isApplicable() {
            //true when changed since last visit
        }
        before() {
            FileOutputStream fw =
                new FileOutputStream("state"+i++);
            ObjectOutputStream writer =
                new ObjectOutputStream(fw);
            writer.writeObject(getDataMethod());
            writer.close();
        }
        refinable Object getDataMethod();
    }
}

refining DataStorePersistence.Backup for DataStore {
    public Object getDataMethod() {
        DataStore store =
            thisJoinPointObject;
        return store.getData();
    }
}

connector PersistenceConnector {
    DataStorePersistence.Backup hook =
        new DataStorePersistence.Backup(* DataStore.set(*));
}

Fig. 3: Persistence in the JAsCo language.

aspect bean, which declares a Backup hook in the base code. In this case, the execution of the triggeringmethod method is hooked (Line 7). To keep aspect beans generic with respect to their execution context, at this stage, the triggeringmethod method is abstract and it is still not bound to any concrete implementation. In the isApplicable clause, aspect beans can declare a runtime condition that enables the injection of the aspect behavior. Finally, the before clause defines the injected behavior.

When the aspect refers to the base code, it relies on abstract refinables like the getDataMethod method (Line 17). Refinables are bound to concrete methods in refinements: Line 23 shows a refinement of the DataStorePersistence aspect for the DataStore class. The refinement provides a concrete implementation of the getDataMethod method (Line 23). Refinements are late-bound, i.e., at runtime, the most specific refinement for the object is executed. Line 33 defines a connector, which deploys the DataStorePersistence aspect. The triggeringmethod parameter defined in the DataStorePersistence aspect bean is bound to each setter method of the DataStore class, i.e., each occurrence of the regular expression in Line 33. As a result, before the execution of a setter, the control transfers to the body of the before clause (Line 12).

Applications. Several contributions dating back to the early days of aspects are motivated by supporting software dynamic adaptation. Among the others, the issue of dynamic adaptability can be found in the papers presenting PROSE [Popovici et al. 2002; Popovici et al. 2003], JAC [Pawlak et al. 2001; Pawlak et al. 2004], and AspectWerkz [Boner 2004; Vasseur 2004]. Not surprisingly, many researchers experimented with AOP to implement self-adaptive systems. Yang et al. [Yang et al. 2002] used AspectJ: in their approach, the program is firstly prepared to adaptation by instrumenting it with convenient interception points. At runtime, an adaptation kernel based on ECA rules intercepts the execution and triggers the adaptive behavior. Greenwood and Blair introduced dynamic AOP in autonomic computing [Greenwood and Blair 2003]. The motivation for their choice is threefold. First, they observed that many concerns that ask for adaptation are also crosscutting. Second, they advocated
the benefits of encapsulating the adaptations that are required in an autonomic system. Third, they wished to use the support given by dynamic AOP for aspect application and removal. A subsequent work [Greenwood and Blair 2006] introduces a distinction between monitoring aspects and effector aspects. The former are in charge of inspecting the application, the latter are behavioral modifications. TOSKANA [Engel and Freisleben 2005] is a toolkit for deploying dynamic aspects into an operating system kernel. TOSKANA was used to modify NetBSD to support self-configuration, self-healing, self-optimization, and self-protection properties. JEARS [Bachara et al. 2010] is a framework for autonomic Web applications: sensor and effectors are implemented as aspects and can be deployed and removed dynamically through a user interface. Besides traditional applications, AOP has been used to introduce adaptability in service-oriented applications (SOAs) in general, and Web services (WSs) in particular. Cibrán et al. actively worked on AOP in adaptive systems (e.g. [Cibrán et al. 2007]). They showed how aspects can address several issues in WS adaptability, including monitoring, policy selection and WS composition. Other researchers combined AOP with the WS orchestration language BPEL to obtain automatic synthesis of adaptable WSs [Courbis and Finkelstein 2005; Charfi and Mezini 2004].

**Behavioral Change.** To enable modularization of crosscutting concerns, AOP provides means to intercept the execution flow in the base program and redirect it to an advice. In self-adaptive systems, this feature supports dynamic behavioral change and inspection of the running system. Behavioral change must be triggered when certain events in the execution of the program occur. Similarly, inspection requires that only certain points of interest are observed. Through pointcuts, AOP allows one to explicitly refer to and quantify over those execution points. Pointcuts can be either static or dynamic.

Static pointcuts are events in the program execution that are determinable during compilation. For example, in AspectJ, the execution pointcut transfers control to an advice every time a method matching a given expression is called. Static pointcuts do not support runtime adaptation directly. However, they allow intercepting the execution flow and introduce a layer of indirection: after the interception, other mechanisms can be used to dynamically select the context-dependent behavior. For example, in TRAP/J [Sadjadi et al. 2004] AOP is used to intercept method calls, and behavioral change is triggered by metaprogramming.

Dynamic pointcuts, instead, designate an execution point that cannot be decided at compile time. For example, in AspectJ, the if and the cflow pointcuts belong to this category [Laddad 2009]. The if pointcut activates an advice when a Boolean condition is satisfied; the cflow pointcut performs the activation along the current control flow. In adaptive systems, dynamic pointcuts are fundamental to defer to runtime the adoption of a certain monitoring scope or to trigger a behavioral variation. The expressive power of the pointcut language is important to control the adaptation effectively. In the case of cflow, for example, it is possible to achieve non-local adaptation, since the change propagates along all the execution flow into nested method calls. Dynamic pointcuts are a fundamental mechanism used by dynamic AOP, and advanced aspect languages like CaesarJ provide even more elaborate activation strategies [Aracic et al. 2006].

Weaving is the process of binding advices with the rest of the code. Starting from the first compile-time weavers [Kiczales et al. 2001], several solutions exploiting other binding times have been proposed, arguing that to meet all the possible requirements, the whole spectrum is required [Bollert 1999]. Whereas weaving is not strictly related to dynamic capabilities, as we shortly discuss, it has important implications in the development process of an adaptive system.
In compile-time weaving—sometimes referred to as static weaving—aspects are merged with the codebase during the compilation process. For example, the AspectJ ajc static weaver postprocesses the bytecode from the Java compiler and introduces the hooks for the advices. Other compile-time weavers directly operate on the source code.

Load-time weaving enhances the code when the class is loaded in the virtual machine. AspectJ also supports this kind of weaving: via the javaagent option of the Java VM, which specifies a preprocessor for the classes to be loaded. The introduction of hooks for the advices is often performed by using bytecode manipulation libraries like ASM [Bruneton et al. 2002] and BCEL [Dahm and Berlin 1998]. Load-time weaving addresses some adaptation scenarios that cannot be managed with compile-time weaving. For example, with load-time weaving, it is not necessary to distribute a woven version of an existing library. Instead, the library can be adapted just before loading. Another application of load-time weaving are execution models that include code generation. For example, JSPs are compiled on the fly at the first request, so compile-time weaving is simply not possible. These examples show that load-time weaving may overcome some technical limitations of static weaving. Conversely, load-time weaving is difficult to exploit as a mechanism for the activation of behavioral variations. In this perspective, load-time weaving can be considered as a deferred form of static weaving.

In runtime weaving, advices are woven during the execution of the application, without the need for recompilation or rebooting. Runtime weaving relies on virtual machine support, like breakpoints, to intercept joinpoint events [Popovici et al. 2002]. JIT compilers can be used to insert advice hooks [Sato et al. 2003; Popovici et al. 2003], and hot swap allows replacing the running code [Boner 2004; Vasseur 2004]. To achieve better performance, VM modifications have been proposed to specifically support this feature [Nicoara et al. 2008; Bockisch et al. 2006]. The advantage of runtime weaving is to perform optimizations based on information that is known only at runtime. For example, if the aspects are not known in advance, with static weaving and load-time weaving, all the possible joinpoints must be instrumented to intercept the control flow and execute the advice. Depending on the aspect, only some hooks must be really activated and runtime checks can impose a high performance overhead. Instead, runtime weaving can insert hooks only where they are needed and avoid unnecessary checks [Sato et al. 2003]. For these reasons, runtime weaving is an important technology to efficiently support late binding of variations in self-adaptive systems.


Dynamic AOP is especially important for self-adaptive systems since it natively supports dynamic modification of behavior when aspects are dynamically activated. A typical example is caching. Caching is a crosscutting concern, since cache access and cache invalidation are scattered across the code. So caching is correctly modeled by AOP. Since there is no optimal strategy for all configurations and all applications, dynamic AOP is needed to switch to a better caching strategy when the hit rate is too low [Ségura-Devillechaise et al. 2003]. Dynamic AOP also supports runtime configuration of the activation scope. In CaesarJ, the developer uses different language primitives to activate an aspect on different portions of the application. For example, per-instance, per-class, per-thread, application-wide and VM-wide activations are possible. Dynamic configuration of the activation scope is important in adaptive systems to enable behavioral variations at the desired granularity. For example, in self-healing...
systems, monitoring should be activated only on the relevant components, since global monitoring can introduce unacceptable overhead.

The relation between weaving strategy and dynamic AOP deserves some observations. Ignoring optimization, dynamic support for AOP and weaving strategy are, in principle, orthogonal. An AOP implementation can hook all the possible joinpoints statically and postpone at runtime their activation depending on the configuration of the active advices. Not surprisingly, many dynamic AOP systems require pre-runtime class preparation [Boner 2004; Pawlak et al. 2001; Aracic et al. 2006; Popovici et al. 2002].

Monitoring. With AOP, it is possible to modify the execution of an application by inserting additional or alternative behavior. Monitoring is a simple application of this feature: the injected behavior simply detects information about the running program. Since monitoring and logging are typically crosscutting aspects, AOP is an extremely effective way to accomplish this task. Remarkably, aspect languages include proper abstractions to transfer data from the intercepted point to the advice. A common example is accessing the parameters of a method call to perform a security check [Win et al. 2001]. Another advantage of AOP is that quantification allows one to concisely activate monitoring on several execution points. These features make AOP convenient to implement monitoring in self-adaptive systems.

Greenwood and Blair [Greenwood and Blair 2006] use AOP to monitor the execution time of getter methods. If the execution time exceeds a threshold, an ECA rule is triggered and caching is activated. When the requirements of an application change dynamically, monitoring must be part of the adaptable functionalities. In this case, dynamic AOP is an ideal solution. For example, Cibrán et al. [Cibrán et al. 2007] use dynamic AOP to monitor a pool of WSs and select those compliant with certain policies. Since policies can be added at runtime, new monitoring features must be introduced dynamically. Janik and Zielinski [Janik and Zielinski 2010a] present a reconfigurable monitoring system based on AOP. Monitoring can be enabled dynamically through aspect activation and deactivation. This also limits the number of resources that are monitored simultaneously.

Variations and Separation. In many systems, the set of modifications that coherently determine a behavioral adaptation crosscut the application structure. For example, in a mobile device, adapting to a context with low bandwidth availability can require several countermeasures. First, the network management system must be modified to increase the number of times a transmission is tried again in case of failure. Additionally, the data model must be adapted to use local information instead of a remote service (e.g. a map from a database instead of a dynamically updated one). Finally, the interface must be modified to inform the user. So, the adaptation to the low-bandwidth context impacts on different functionalities of the application.

Several researchers observed the crosscutting nature of dynamic adaptations. Orthogonal concerns include network availability [Kamina et al. 2011], user activity [Appeltauer et al. 2010], device location [Popovici et al. 2003] and access control policies [Popovici et al. 2002]. Proper modularization of crosscutting concerns is the fundamental motivation behind AOP, so adaptive applications can clearly benefit from AOP design. Remarkably, McKinley et al. [McKinley et al. 2004] in their analysis on self-adaptive systems take into consideration separation of concerns and identify AOP as an enabling technology to design adaptive software.

3.3. Context-Oriented Programming (COP)

COP was recently introduced to provide ad-hoc language-level abstractions for context-aware software. Without proper programming support, context-aware applications are
cumbersome to design. In the absence of specific COP constructs, context adaptation would be achieved by spreading across the application conditional statements that trigger dynamic changes. The basic program logic is thus tangled with the possible adaptations, and this leads to applications that are hard to understand and maintain. Another issue is that adaptations rarely occur individually. More often, multiple context conditions coexist at the same time and adaptations must be combined accordingly. In traditional languages, this combination must be performed by dedicated code. COP, instead, addresses these issues by providing abstractions that modularize otherwise scattered software adaptations. Additionally, COP directly supports variations activation and runtime combination.

COP defines *context as any computationally accessible information* [Hirschfeld et al. 2008]. So, the programmer can represent any dynamic variability along the direction of context. This pragmatic approach makes COP ideal for self-adaptive software, since the adaptations can be easily modeled as contexts and triggered in response to detected changes.

COP extensions have been proposed for several languages, including Java, Python, Ruby, JavaScript, Common Lisp and Scheme [Appeltauer et al. 2009]. Since the new abstractions need to fit into the underlying programming model, the concrete solutions are not completely homogeneous. In addition, researchers have investigated amendments to the original COP model to better address specific design issues. This adds further variability to the available COP solutions. Despite this variety, some concepts are essential and are supported in all implementations. The support of *abstraction for behavioral variations* is the distinguishing feature of COP: variations are represented in the language by dedicated abstractions. These abstractions are usually first class, so they can be referenced, assigned to parameters and returned by functions. Additionally, variations provide means to modify the application in different places, potentially scattered across the code. This feature is fundamental to support crosscutting adaptations. *Activation* distinguishes many COP approaches from traditional AOP techniques: variations can be dynamically enabled and disabled. When a variation is activated, the behavior it models starts modifying the application. Variation deactivation returns to the original application behavior. Finally, *behavior combination* supports the reaction to simultaneous contextual conditions. If multiple variations are active at the same time, the software behavior is given by the combination of all the active variations. According to the crosscutting nature of certain variations, the combination occurs at each execution point.

COP languages provide alternative activation mechanisms depending on the scope on which behavioral variations are enabled. From a practical standpoint, the programmer has the choice of extending the activation on different portions of the application. Indeed, this aspect also has deeper consequences: conceptually, different activation mechanisms coincide with different *context models*.

In most COP languages, including ContextJ [Hirschfeld et al. 2008], which is discussed shortly, context is associated to control flow, so threads can live in different contexts. In this case, the behavioral variations propagate their effect along the dynamic extent of the activation block. In self-adaptive systems this model is useful when context is per-thread and it is fetched before a long sequence of operations: an adaptation is planned and remains the same for the whole subsequent computation of that thread.

A different approach is adopted in the Ambience language [González et al. 2007], where context is shared across all the application. So, if a thread activates a variation, the change is seen by all the other threads. This solution has the advantage that the communication between the autonomic manager and the managed elements is simplified: the thread implementing the autonomic manager can directly trigger a variation activation on the whole program. Yet, this model requires care, since the activation
is completely asynchronous and it is easy to activate conflicting or inconsistent variations.

ContextErlang [Salvaneschi et al. 2012b], a COP extension of Erlang \(^4\), explores another alternative in the design space. The Erlang concurrency model is based on agents which exchange messages and have no shared memory [Hewitt et al. 1973]. ContextErlang improves Erlang agents to account also for context-awareness. In ContextErlang, variations are activated on context-aware agents, which encapsulate the current context along computation and state. This solution is especially effective to model self-adaptive systems in which the context is associated to different entities in the application. For example, clients using different communication protocols can be modeled as context-aware agents and can be individually adapted.

Although most COP languages enforce a single activation model, an interesting perspective is to open the activation model and leave to the programmer the freedom of designing the activation mechanism that better fits her needs. ContextJS, proposed by Lincke et al. [Lincke et al. 2011], is an attempt in this direction. ContextJS is an open implementation, which provides an interface to customize the activation strategy. For example, global, dynamically scoped, and even per-object activation can be easily implemented. Beside those known solutions, the programmer can implement own custom activation models.

Example. To be more concrete, in Figure 4, we present a COP example taken from [Appeltauer et al. 2011]. The example is written in the ContextJ language, a COP extension to Java. It is taken from [Appeltauer et al. 2011] and implements an adaptable bank account system. Most COP languages represent behavioral variations via layers. In ContextJ, layers are defined by the layer keyword. Layers contain a sequence of methods, which implement an alternative behavior of the application. In the example, the EncryptionLayer layer and the LoggingLayer layer define an alternative behavior of the Account class and of the Transfersystem class.

The Account class defines a variation of the credit method which encrypts the credit value (Line 12) and a variation which logs the operation (Line 20). If no layer is active, the standard definition of credit is executed. The with statement dynamically activates a layer in the scoped block. In case of multiple activations, they are executed in reverse order, starting from the innermost activated layer and proceeding towards the outermost layers. Variants of the with statement accept a collection of layers which can be unknown at compile time. A without statement can be used to temporarily disable layers. Layers combine through proceed, which calls the method in the next active layer or the basic method if no active layers are left. The proceed method call is similar to its homonymous call in AOP and to super in many OO languages. The effect of the with statement propagates along the control flow. So it is possible to adapt not only the local execution, but also to propagate changes over the dynamic extent. Since layers are first-class entities, they can be stored in variables and activated later. Other forms of combinations are also possible. Besides around methods, which are executed in place of the original definition, layers can provide before and after methods.

The example presented here only accounts for the basic functionalities provided by COP. In the following sections, we describe the most important variants of this model. The interested reader can find a comprehensive overview in [Appeltauer et al. 2009] and [Salvaneschi et al. 2012a].

Applications. Since COP is a recent technique, the number of existing applications is limited. However, several scenarios for self-adaptive software have been already explored and COP abstractions proved to be an effective solution.

\(^4\)http://erlang.org
In the area of desktop applications, Appeltauer et al. [Appeltauer et al. 2010] proposed CJEdit, an adaptable development environment. This program dynamically switches from a code-editing mode to a documenting mode depending on the user activity. Lincke et al. [Lincke et al. 2011] developed the LivelyKernel application. In LivelyKernel, the user can draw new shapes inside a virtual desktop and figures in the workbench adapt their appearance depending on the surrounding entities.

Mobile applications are a classic scenario for adaptive software. González et al. [González et al. 2007] developed the CityMaps mobile application. CityMaps can modify its behavior depending on environmental conditions. For example, it displays a static map when no connection is available; when the GPS sensor is active, instead, the map is dynamically updated with the user position. Kamina et al. [Kamina et al. 2011] present the Pedestrian Navigation system, an adaptable Android application capable of switching at runtime between the WiFi and the GPS to provide a better user experience when more information is available.

In the field of server-side software, we implemented a chat server which adapts to the user state [Salvaneschi et al. 2012b]. For example, when users are offline, a corresponding variation is activated and the messages are stored and delivered later. Finally, in [Salvaneschi et al. 2011a] we designed an autonomic Web application which modifies the quality of the Web pages depending on the available network bandwidth.

**Behavioral Change.** Most COP languages adopt explicit mechanisms to trigger variations. Adaptive systems monitor the events from the external world and from the application execution, then modify their behavior depending on the collected data. Concretely, in COP, the programmer can rely on specific primitives—like the with statement—to activate variations. In the design of adaptive systems, explicit activa-
tion is often adopted when the events come from the external environment. Conversely, when the source of the events is the application itself, i.e., events are points in the execution flow, explicit activation can be cumbersome to apply. Since each activation point must be explicitly managed, the programmer can incur in the code scattering problems that COP should specifically avoid. To solve this issue, COP researchers borrowed quantification from AOP and introduced in their languages expressions that can refer to execution points in the program. For example, in JCOP [Appeltauer et al. 2010] variations are enabled on the control flow depending on pointcut-like predicates. Since pointcuts quantify over several execution points, the activation code can be properly modularized. EventCJ [Kamina et al. 2010; 2011] is a Java extension which supports per-object layer activation. In EventCJ, the programmer can declaratively define variations transitions on objects. When an event associated to a point in the program execution is reached, the associated transitions are triggered.

**Monitoring.** Interestingly, the contamination of COP with pointcut-like expressions from AOP is the first attempt to provide COP with dedicated abstractions for program monitoring. However, COP does not address external events or complex event combination. In the aforementioned approaches, the events observed in the execution are immediately bound to variation activation and do not constitute a general mechanism for accessing the application’s state. For this reason, at the time being, monitoring is probably the area of adaptive systems where COP has more needs to be coupled with other techniques. For example, in [Rho et al. 2011] COP is coupled with a context provisioning system. The framework supports queries on the current context, which are continuously evaluated, and COP provides means to dynamically adapt the application when the result changes.

**Variations and Separation.** From a modularization standpoint, ContextJ layers, discussed in the previous sections, are defined inside classes. The advantage of this approach is that the alternative behavior is immediately available in the same code unit of the basic behavior. Other COP languages – for example ContextL [Costanza and Hirschfeld 2005] – support different modularization conventions and allow variations declaration outside the lexical scope of the module they augment. This design improves extensibility, since adaptive systems can be provided with new behaviors without modifying the existing codebase. A survey of the modularization solutions investigated by COP can be found in [Salvaneschi et al. 2012a].

### 4. DISCUSSION AND CHALLENGES

In this section, we provide a comparative discussion of the linguistic mechanisms described earlier, by focusing on how they impact on some key aspects of the development of self-adaptive applications.

#### 4.1. Modularization and Extensibility

In adaptive software, modularization includes adding new behavioral variations to the system. A desirable property is that, when the basic system is extended, the variations automatically extend to the new portion. Composition enables reuse of existing code units, like behavioral variations, by combining them to achieve complex behavior. Future extensions of the adaptive system are then immediately available through composition of existing features.

In many adaptive systems, the code implementing the adaptations is kept separate from the codebase. This solution has a number of advantages. In the maintenance phase, the code is more readable and modifications are localized. In the development phase, separate teams can work on different adaptations separately. For example, programmers specialized in fault-tolerance can implement recovery strategies indepen-
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dently of security experts focusing on access control. It has been argued that, in general, a clear separation between functional logic developers and adaptability developers is highly desirable [Janik and Zielinski 2010b].

Behavioral variations often plug into different basic functionalities of the application [McKinley et al. 2004; Cibrán et al. 2007]. This aspect is aggravated by the fact that often adaptation involves non-functional requirements, like performance or security, which are known to be crosscutting, and can lead to scattering and tangling code if not properly modularized [Kiczales et al. 1997].

In the context of metaprogramming, crosscutting adaptation is supported by injecting orthogonal functionalities in several places of the application, e.g. by intercepting method executions in a way similar to AOP. However, since metaprogramming does not provide elaborate pointcut languages to express interception concisely, this is more tedious than in AOP. Another issue stems from the fact that metaprogramming does not adopt a standard model for behavioral variations, so modularization of the adaptive behavior has no uniform granularity. This may easily conflict with the way object-oriented software is organized, e.g. it is possible to replace entire classes or single methods indiscriminately. Another serious drawback is that the behavior of a program can be modified in ways that break encapsulation; for example, by accessing private attributes or by modifying the internal structure of classes. Even if some of these features can be extremely convenient for monitoring, they are potentially dangerous. Powerful metaprogramming models can overcome these limitations, e.g. by altering the dispatching algorithm to account for adaptations, but custom modifications are inevitably complex and error prone.

In AOP, extensibility along the adaptation direction is achieved by adding new aspects to the application. Thanks to quantification, existing aspects apply also to any extension of the basic system. This mechanism, however, must be used with care, to avoid undesirable extensions. Also, many AOP frameworks define pointcuts as syntactic expressions, and therefore suffer from the fragile pointcut problem [Koppen and Storzer 2004]: due to the tight coupling introduced by syntactic expressions, small modifications of the system or even refactoring can cause advice matching failures or erroneous match to certain joinpoints. A key benefit of AOP is instead automatic composition of aspects defined on the same pointcut.

AOP provides specific support for crosscutting adaptive concerns and it is probably the strongest solution along this direction. Not surprisingly, separation of adaptation concerns is among the main motivations of the popularity of AOP in self-adaptive systems [David and Ledoux 2006]. However, pointcut languages require specialized skills by the programmers, and complicates code comprehension.

AOP can be an effective way to introduce adaptive capabilities into an existing application. First, aspects are specifically designed to be separated from the existing code. Second, AOP enforces obliviousness, i.e., the basic program is not aware of the aspects, like in most OO languages classes are not aware of subclasses. Third, the AOP developer only needs to specify the execution points in which advices must be triggered. Therefore, self-adaptive behavior can be added without modifying the structure of the existing application. In principle, AOP can be used to add self-adaptive behavior to existing software even without accessing the source code, like in legacy systems [Yang et al. 2002]: the application can be augmented with probes through bytecode instrumentation or by using virtual machines with dedicated support for aspect weaving. Transparent shaping [Sadjadi et al. 2005] is a programming model to enable adaptation in existing programs, which combines AOP to support separation of adaptive features and metaprogramming to control the dynamic reconfiguration. For example, TRAP/J [Sadjadi et al. 2004] allows one to intercept method calls and redirect the execution flow to the adaptation logic.
In COP, the class-in-layer approach offers the best support for modularity, because layers are organized independently of the existing codebase, so new layers can be added to an adaptive application without modifying the existing code. Since in adaptive systems behavioral variations need to dynamically combine, incorrect configurations should be detected and avoided. For example, the \textit{low\_bandwidth} and the \textit{high\_bandwidth} variations should not be active at the same time. COP emphasizes the importance of these constraints. Some languages use reflection to dynamically enforce combination restrictions [Costanza and Hirschfeld 2007]. Other approaches introduce a domain specific language to express constraints on layers and throw an exception when they are violated [Costanza and D'Hondt 2008]. Alternatively, it is possible to actively enable certain layers to fulfill the constraints [González et al. 2010]. Another approach is to encapsulate variations in an abstract data type and permit only legal operations [Salvaneschi et al. 2012b]. The problem of constraints among concerns has been explored in AOP as well [Rashid et al. 2003; Nagy et al. 2005; Durr et al. 2005; Nagy et al. 2004].

COP modularization abstractions take into consideration the lesson of AOP concerning the crosscutting nature of some functionalities. COP supports crosscutting concerns through the concept of layer, which is orthogonal to classes – the main modularization direction in OO. However, COP focuses more on the representation of alternative behavior. Thus, separation is no more mandatory, and some languages adopt a layer-in-class approach, favoring side-by-side placement of basic behavior and adaptive variations. In this case, the application is often more readable, because each method is defined together with all its possible variations.

A point of debate is whether the separation of the adaptation features should include the code performing the dynamic activation, as in [David and Ledoux 2006; Cibrán et al. 2007]. These approaches aim at reducing the tangling of the base code by adaptation-related concerns, including the activation of variations. Activation in the base code is probably a more natural solution when the software is designed from scratch with adaptation in mind. Metaprogramming provides access to activation inside the meta layer, but it is also possible to access the meta layer from the base code. Some AOP languages keep activation separate. In AspectJ, activation can be performed by conditional pointcuts declared in the aspect, but other frameworks support activation through an API which can be even accessed remotely. CaesarJ keeps the activation code in the basic application and the programmer of the base code is responsible for enabling an aspect and selecting its influence scope. COP provides both approaches: e.g., in ContextJ, layers are activated by \textit{with} statements in the base code; in ContextPy, each layer can activate itself depending on an external condition.

### 4.2. Adaptation to Unforeseen Situations

Systems need to be self-adaptive to automatically react to changes in the requirements or in the environment in which they are embedded. Indeed, many modern applications operate in an open world where requirements are not stable [Baresi et al. 2006]. The surrounding environment behaves in a way that is hard to predict when the software is developed and can also change dynamically. In this scenario, anticipating all possible changes is simply not possible. Systems should be therefore open, to support the dynamic insertion of new functionalities without compromising service availability. Many off-the-shelf runtime environments address this issue and provide means to dynamically load code modules. For example, Java customized classloaders can be used to fetch classes from a remote network location. The Erlang VM supports \textit{hot code replacement}, which dynamically swaps a module implementation without restarting the system. These environments, in combination with distribution frameworks such as...
RMI, RPC or CORBA, can be used to transfer behavioral adaptations to remote nodes and dynamically activate the new functionalities.

Self-adaptive systems can take advantage of the dynamic loading in combination with metaprogramming, since code can be loaded via these services and then easily manipulated via reflection. For example, methods can be entirely replaced by updated versions coming from the network. Metaprogramming interfaces, however, do not provide a unique level of granularity and the change can be rather unstructured, limited only by the expressive power of the metaprogramming protocol. An extreme case is the one involving the eval function, which executes arbitrary code provided as data. In languages supporting this feature, eval makes it extremely easy to modify the existing codebase, as new features can be simply transmitted as data over the network and installed. Of course, running in the interpreter code provided as a data bypasses safety guarantees and is often a security hazard.

Some AOP frameworks specifically address the problem of unforeseen adaptation. In PROSE [Popovici et al. 2002; Popovici et al. 2003] aspects can be sent to the aspect manager through a remote interface (JVMAI, Java Virtual Machine Aspect Interface). Aspects are instantiated and initialized in a first VM, then marshaled and sent over the network to the target VM, where aspects are woven and become effective. Similarly, JAC [Pawlak et al. 2001; Pawlak et al. 2004], supports remote uploading of aspect components in a distributed environment. Remote transmission of aspects has been explored also for monitoring previously unobserved portions of code. For example, in the AOP-based monitoring framework proposed by [Janik and Zielinski 2010a], aspects can be downloaded and dynamically applied.

In COP, little attention has been given to unforeseen adaptation. Concerning this issue, we believe that dynamic layer loading could be easily integrated in many COP languages, e.g. this could be done by using the dynamic loading capabilities of the underlying runtime system. However, to the best of our knowledge, only ContextErlang [Salvaneschi et al. 2012b] currently addresses this issue.

4.3. Performance impact

Adaptive systems monitor the environment, make decisions based on input data, and perform dynamic adaptation to meet the requirements under the changed conditions. Inevitably, these activities have a performance cost. Focusing on the managed element, three main sources of overhead can be identified. First, there is an activation cost to enable the behavioral variation. Second, once the behavioral variation is active, its execution is often less efficient than the base code, since the mechanism to support dynamic linking introduces a level of indirection. Finally, monitoring can penalize performance.

Comparing the performance of the paradigms presented in this paper is extremely difficult, because of the variety of the approaches and of the underlying languages and implementations. Surprisingly, very few research efforts have been directed to comparing the available solutions with concrete code examples, highlighting differences, advantages, and disadvantages. A remarkable exception is [Dowling et al. 2000], which unfortunately is becoming outdated and does not include neither AOP nor COP. Besides synthetic examples, we need empirical studies on real applications showing the impact of design choices. Many papers describe specific implementation of autonomic systems, but very few discuss the concrete solutions used to achieve autonomic behavior. Nevertheless, experimental analysis is fundamental to evaluate the impact of a technology on medium to large-size projects and in the long term.

Metaprogramming is usually considered to be expensive in terms of performance. Dowling et al. [Dowling et al. 2000] indicate this as one of the limitations of metaprogramming compared to DLLs and design patterns to implement self-adaptive software.
However, this should not be overgeneralized. For example, the ABCL/R2 reflective language [Masuhara et al. 1992] shows performances similar to C on concurrent programs. Furthermore, it must be noted that optimization techniques can mitigate the performance problems of metaprogramming in the Java virtual machine. Finally, an important remark is that reflection techniques do not necessarily operate at runtime. Compile-time metaprogramming (e.g. macroexpansion) alters the code during compilation.

As AOP became more and more popular, performance issues were increasingly taken into account and several studies are available. Albeit being somewhat outdated, the results of the AWbench AOP benchmark represent an indicative reference for the performance of many AOP languages. From a methodological standpoint, Haupt and Mezini [Haupt and Mezini 2004] propose a benchmark suite for AOP based on the Java Grande benchmark frameworks [Bull et al. 2000; 1999]. Other performance analysis can be found in the papers describing specific implementations, such as [Bockisch et al. 2006; Bockisch et al. 2006; Haupt et al. 2005]. Even if it is hard to obtain a general overview of AOP performance, the existing benchmarks allow us to draw some conclusions. For example, AOP based on bytecode instrumentation, as in AspectJ, performs better than solutions which rely on dynamic proxies like Spring. Compile-time weavers usually produce faster code than load-time weavers [Nicoara et al. 2008]. Finally, virtual machines are in the general case less efficient than static approaches [Nicoara et al. 2008]. However, they provide advantages in terms of flexibility, since the application can be modified at runtime, and exhibit considerable speed up for dynamic pointcuts – particularly slow in traditional AOP implementations [Bockisch et al. 2006]. However, highly optimized compilers like the aspect bench compiler (abc) can produce comparably efficient code [Avgustinov et al. 2005], when the whole program is available for analysis; but this precludes the use of Java dynamic loading capabilities to achieve self-adaptation. As most of the performance evaluations in AOP focus on steady state, i.e., once aspects are already installed, fewer results are available on the overhead of dynamic activation [Bockisch et al. 2006]. They show how existing approaches have very high activation and deactivation costs and how dedicated VMs can support fast aspect deployment and still provide competitive steady state performance.

Performance of COP languages is extremely variable and research on optimizations is actively ongoing. Languages based on efficient metaprogramming support such as ContextL [Costanza and Hirschfeld 2005] or on compilers, like ContextJ, are reported to experience approximately a 1/3 slowdown compared to the basic language on method dispatching [Appeltauer et al. 2009]. Unfortunately other languages are less efficient. For example, in JavaScript some virtual machines perform aggressive optimizations, but in the COP extension optimizations are inhibited by contextual dispatching, and the slowdown compared to the base language is up to two orders of magnitude [Lincke et al. 2011]. However, these values are observed in microbenchmarks targeting only contextual method dispatching – usually a minor fraction in a real application. For example, in the context of Web applications, we experienced no observable difference – from a client perspective – between the Java and the ContextJ implementations of a Tomcat application [Salvaneschi et al. 2011a]. A systematic performance evaluation of COP languages, including activation costs, was carried on by Appeltauer et al. [Appeltauer et al. 2009]. Other comparative microbenchmarks are reported in [Appeltauer et al. 2011; Kamina et al. 2011; Salvaneschi et al. 2012b] Another performance optimization is proposed by Costanza et al. [Costanza et al. 2006] where layers
are internally represented as classes. In this way, they increase efficiency by leveraging existing dispatching optimizations for multiple inheritance. Further improvements are achieved by caching layer combinations. Krahn et al. [Krahn et al. 2012] designed an optimization of ContextJS based on caching and method inlining. Finally, Appeltauer et al. [Appeltauer et al. 2010] propose an optimization based on the INVOKEDYNAMIC recently introduced bytecode instruction [Rose 2009].

4.4. Impact on the Development Process

First of all, simplicity is an important factor that can facilitate the acceptance of a technology. The mechanisms to implement dynamic adaptation should therefore be easy to use by application developers. However, simplicity often conflicts with expressive power, so a reasonable trade-off must be found.

Metaprogramming is usually considered to be hard to master. First, programmers must learn the protocol used to manipulate language abstractions. Second, they have to deal with potentially complex semantic changes: since reflective features can deeply modify the behavior of program entities, applications become harder to understand.

AOP can be considered as a form of constrained metaprogramming; so, not surprisingly, its usage complexity is in general lower. A source of complexity is that programmers are required to learn an *ad-hoc* language to define aspects. On the other hand, some AOP framework are based on coding conventions and do not extend the underlying language, but these solutions can be verbose and hard to read, since the semantics of pointcuts and advices is forced into the syntax of the base language [Pawlak et al. 2004]. Also, the semantics of code written in AOP languages which support a rich set of pointcut expressions can be hard to understand.

Compared to metaprogramming and AOP, COP further reduces the complexity for the programmers. Essentially, COP specifically addresses adaptive systems, so developers do not deal with unnecessary features, and only have to learn how to design applications with COP abstractions. Moreover, adaptation features are not application-specific: programmers do not face the problem of how to apply generic features, like reflection or AOP, in each project they may be involved in.

Another fundamental aspect of the development process involves tool ecosystems or integrated development environments (IDE). Moreover, in a real-world context, programs are not developed in isolation. New applications must interoperate with the existing ones and frequently share the same environment or VM. Programs are often designed in broader frameworks like J2EE or EJB and compatibility with existing libraries is fundamental. Component containers provide support for aspects like persistence and security, and new technologies must integrate with preexisting standards. As a result, it is important to consider how a new technology relates to these issues: for example, if it requires a modified runtime environment – which is often not acceptable in a production setting – or if a syntax extension breaks tool compatibility. Most of these aspects may be transient: if a technology succeeds, proper tool support become eventually available. Nevertheless, in practice, this is an important issue for acceptance.

In the case of metaprogramming based on the standard language mechanisms, since there is no language extension, tool compatibility is preserved. The implementation of other paradigms by using metaprogramming shares the same advantages. For example, AspectS [Hirschfeld 2003], an AOP extension of Squeak (an implementation of Smalltalk), is based on the Smalltalk metaobject protocol. In AspectS, aspect weaving and removal employs metaobject composition. In COP, many implementations rely on metaprogramming: among the others, ContextS (Smalltalk MOP), ContextPy and PyContext (Python decorators), and ContextL (Lisp MOP) are based on the reflective features of the base language. While these solutions are always compatible with ex-
isting supports for the development process, tools are often not aware of the adaptive features. For example, when the behavior of an application is inspected through a debugger, the programmer needs to step through the scaffolding introduced by metaprogramming, since the debugger has no high-level notion of behavioral variations.

Maintaining the syntax of the base language is a minimal requirement to preserve tool compatibility. For this reason, in some AOP framework aspects are defined in the basic language [Pawlak et al. 2004] or by using annotations, like in Spring. JavaCtx [Salvaneschi et al. 2011b] is an attempt to minimize the impact on the development process by expressing COP abstractions in plain Java. Then AspectJ is used to modify the semantics of the program: behavioral modifications are compiled to aspects that are woven into the application.

Most mature tools, like AspectJ or PROSE, provide IDE extensions (e.g. the AJDT plugin 7), which support the new language and are aware of the specific abstractions. COP is also moving in that direction. For example, EventCJ and JCOP are currently provided with an Eclipse plugin. Approaches based on macroexpansion or source-to-source compilation, generate code that can be processed by a standard compiler. For example, metaprogramming is implemented by a preprocessor in Open C++ [Chiba 1995] and Open Java [Tatsubori et al. 1999]. Some AOP approaches also employ source-to-source compilation, like Aspect C++ [Spinczyk et al. 2002]. In COP, ContextJ and EventCJ are implemented as source-to-source compilers. More radical choices include custom compilers and VM support. Adopting a modified version of the compiler can encounter resistance in a production environment, but may allow one to perform specific optimizations that are otherwise not possible. JCOP is a context-oriented compiler, which directly emits Java bytecode [Appeltauer et al. 2010].

5. OTHER RELATED APPROACHES

In this section, we consider some other related approaches that are relevant for defining self-adaptive software, but are less directly comparable with those considered here in details – metaprogramming, AOP, and COP.

The agent-oriented programming paradigm [Shoham 1993] has been proposed for multi-agent systems [Shoham and Leyton-Brown 2008], a software engineering approach to implement applications open to unforeseen conditions and that can successfully model human reasoning and team behavior. The agent-oriented paradigm adopts agents as building elements and provides abstractions to model social and cognitive behaviors. Agents are specified in terms of concepts like communication, beliefs, plans, goals and actions. Agent-oriented languages include JADE [Bellifemine et al. 2007], AgentSpeak [Rao 1996], JACK [Winikoff 2005], Jason [Bordini et al. 2005] and 2APL [Dastani 2008]. These languages support agent structure, agent interaction and messaging. They provide declarative abstractions, to specify the agent believes and plans and ad-hoc semantics to model agent behavior – for example, to express reasoning and planning. Complex systems are supported by transparent distribution and interfacing with mainstream languages. The latter feature is used, for example, to model the interaction with the environment or to implement internal actions in an imperative way.

The paradigms discussed in this paper tackle the problem of extending existing (mainstream) languages with the flexibility required by self-adaptive systems. For example, AOP, COP and metaprogramming introduce new directions of variability to model behavioral adaptation, they support interception to inject monitoring code and reify programming abstractions to dynamically modify the execution. However, those paradigms are not bound to any specific software engineering style. On the other hand,
agent-oriented languages specifically address the multi-agent style. Another difference is that AOP, COP and metaprogramming augment the semantics of the base language, while agent-based languages enforce an *ad-hoc* semantics that for convenience can interface with a general purpose language. An interesting line for future research is to bridge the gap between those paradigms and making the features provided by both available in the same language.

The tuple-based programming model focuses on accessing data in a distributed system in a flexible and compact way [Gelernter 1985]. Tuple spaces provide a repository of tuples that can be accessed to publish data. Clients can retrieve data via pattern matching. Tuple-based models have been successfully applied to a number of adaptive scenarios, including sensor networks [Whitehouse et al. 2004], mobile applications [Murphy et al. 2006] and bio-inspired computing [Menezes and Tolksdorf 2003]. Recently, tuple-based models have been used to support context-aware adaptation and situated computing. In the TOTA approach [Mamei and Zambonelli 2009], tuples automatically propagate in the network according to user-defined patterns and agents can access the close tuples to tune their behavior. A similar approach [Viroli et al. 2011] proposes chemically-inspired tuple spaces. This solution supports pervasive applications by modeling computational patterns based on proximity, competition and situatedness. Compared to the programming paradigms presented in this paper, tuple-based models position more closely to adaptive middlewares, while AOP, COP and metaprogramming focus on abstractions that enrich a language to support adaptation.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we discussed the main language-level approaches used to implement self-adaptive systems, namely metaprogramming, AOP and COP. We presented the main contributions and we compared the advantages of each solution. We also identified a number of research challenges that call for further investigation.

As we observed, self-adaptation may be achieved in different ways and at different levels. We focused here on linguistic mechanisms that provide explicit support to self-adaptation. At this stage, it would be hard to provide conclusive arguments regarding the benefits we achieve through the use of specific linguistic support. This will only be possible through practical use and empirical observation of application developments. We argue, however, that the current evolution of the technology favors language-level techniques. For example, sensor networks and mobile devices are more and more widespread. These devices usually have a relatively simple programming model, and applications are not large. In this scenario, architectural solutions like component-based adaptation are overkilling. In addition, in the last few years, we observed a concentration in the mobile area around only few platforms. Those platforms are based on a set of libraries and a common language, typically Java or Objective-C. This homogeneity can further promote the use of standard language-level means to support dynamic adaptation.

We envisage an interesting research direction in combining the advantages of the techniques presented in this paper. With a few exceptions (e.g. [Sadjadi et al. 2004]), the language-level mechanisms described in this paper have been applied in isolation. However, considerable advantages can be achieved by the contamination of paradigms. For example, obliviousness is a fundamental property of AOP to support interception without modifying the base code. This feature is fundamental to add autonomic capabilities to legacy code. This approach can be coupled with COP explicit activation, which appears more natural when adaptation is designed upfront.

Another interesting hybridization can be envisaged with design patterns [Gamma et al. 1993]. Mixing patterns via dedicated language syntax is not a recent idea. For example, the Iterator pattern is a successful case of hybridization between patterns.
and language abstractions. Library programmers apply standard patterns to provide access to collections, and client programmers can rely on language constructs to access data at a higher level of abstraction. A combination of COP and patterns could benefit developers have with patterns.
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